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l. Introduction 
Within the context of a hydrodynamic research project 1) the problem 
arose to obtain a function of Green f(x, y, x0 , y0 ) for the equation of 
Helmholtz 
( l.l) ( o2 o2 ) 
-+--l./=0 ox2 oy2 
defined in an angle A and having vanishing directional derivatives of 
constant direction along each side. 
In polar coordinates r, q; the . angle A can be represented by 
q;1 < q; < q;2, r > 0. The Helmholtz equation ( l.l) takes the form 
( 1.2) {(r ~r + 0~2 - r2} 1 = o. 
The required boundary conditions along the two sides q;=q;k (k= l, 2) 
are 
(1.3) . of of r sm ?'k\5r- cos ?'kof{! = 0. 
The ?'k may have arbitrary complex, but constant, values. If ?'k is 
real it represents the angle in positive direction from the normal to 
the side q;=q;k of the angle A to the direction in which the derivative 
vanishes. 
The following "hydrodynamic" cases are of particular interest: 
b) cosy1 cosy2=0. 
In this paper 2) it will be assumed that y1 and y2 are real constants 
with -tn~yk~tn, (k= l, 2). 
*) Report T.W. 51 of the Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam, Netherlands. 
1) Cf. D. VAN DANTZIG (1958). 
2) I am indebted to Dr. H. A. LAUWERIER for his careful reading and in some 
places improving my original text. In particular his remark mentioned in § 4, and 
in consequence the replacement of the solution (5.9) by (5.10), (5.11) have been 
very clarifying. He also showed that by slightly altering the proofs my original 
assumption 0 < IJ < n could be replaced by 0 < (J < 2n. In a forthcoming paper 
he also treats the limiting case (J = 2n. 
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The corresponding problems for a half plane {cp2-cp1=n, y1=y2) and a 
strip (cases a) and b)) have been solved in previous researches by G. W. 
VELTKAMP and by H. A. LAUWERIER {1953). The former has also deter-
mined the nature of the singularity of any solution of the present problem 
in the vertex r=O of A in the abovementioned hydrodynamic cases. 
It will sometimes be found useful to introduce complex coordinates 
in A: 
( 1.4) · def • z = re''P=x+~y 
and the abbreviation 
( 1.5) () def = cpz- cpl. 
We are especially interested in the solutions of (1.2), (1.3) which are 
regular, i.e. with continuous first and second partial derivatives in the 
closed angle A with the exception of a single point z0=r0eirp, in the open 
angle A in which 
(1.6) f =- (2n)-lln jz-z0 j +0{1). 
Summary. In § 2 it is shown that any regular solution f(r, cp) of (1.1} 
can be represented as an integral transform of a harmonic function 
U(rJ, cp). This result, in a slightly different form, is due to A. S. PETERS, 
who used it successfully for the problem of a sloping beach 3). This 
harmonic function has the form U1(n+icp)+U2(-n+icp), where U1 and 
U2 are sectionally holomorphic functions of their arguments, holomorphic 
in strips parallel to the real axis. In § 3 the boundary conditions 'are 
inserted. A special solution of (1.1) is obtained with U1(1;)= U2{1;)=</>(C), 
where </>( 1;) is meromorphic in the whole plane. For y1 > y2 this solution 
is regular in A; for y1 ~ y2 it has a singularity at the vertex r= 0. 
The function </>(0=</>(C; Yv y2) may be written as a product of the 
form e(!; -icp1 ; y2)e(1; -icp2 ; -y1). A general class of functions of which 
e(z, y) is a specialization, is considered in § 6. 
Representations in the form of an infinite integral and an infinite 
product are given and an asymptotic expression is derived. A general 
solution of (1.1) is obtained by putting Uk(!;)=</>(C)Pk(C) (k=1, k=2), 
where P k( 1;) is a sectionally holomorphic function and periodic with 
period 2i(). In § 4 the case of a single logarithmic singularity (1.6) is 
considered without taking any boundary conditions into account. It is 
shown that this implies the functions U k( 1;) to be holomorphic in the 
strip cp1 < Im 1; < cp2 with the exception of a single line Im 1; = cp0 , where 
U1(1;) and U2(1;) make prescribed jumps. In § 5 the results of § 3 and 
§ 4 are combined. An explicit expression in the form of a double integral 
is obtained for a solution f(r, cp) with a logarithmic singularity (r0 , cp0). 
For y1 ~y2 this solution is unique. For y1 >y2 a solution of the homo-
geneous problem may be added to the particular .solution. The particular 
3) Cf. also J. J. STOKER, Water waves, p. 95 et seq. 
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solution derived in § 5 has been adjusted to the supplementary condition 
of vanishing at the vertex r=O. 
If this function of Green is denoted by G(r, rp, r0 , rp0, Yv y2) we have 
the symmetry relation 
G(r, rp, ro, ffJo, Yv Y2) = G(ro, ffJo, r, ffJ, - Yv - Y2). 
§ 2. An integral transformation 
Let again A be {(r, rp)Jrp1 ~rp ~ rp2, r~ 0} with 0 <f)< 2:n 4), A its interior, 
Sa finite point set in A. Let further f(r, rp) be a complex valued function, 
continuous together with its (onesided) derivatives of first order in A-S, 
and such that for some cx>O, c>O uniformly in rp 
(2.1) 
and 
f(r, rp) = O(r-1-c) for r---+ oo, rp1 ~ rp ~ rp2, 
(2.2) f(r,rp) = O(Jrei'~'-r0 ei'~'•J-1+"') for rei'~'---+ r0 ei'l'o ES. 
Then the Fourier transform 
00 
(2.3) F(8, rp) def (2:n)- 1 I eirs f(r, rp)dr 
-00 
is holomorphic for Im 8 > 0, rp1 ~ rp ~ rp2, continuous for Im 8 ~ 0 and 
tending to zero for Re 8---+ ± oo, Im 8~0. The inversion of (2.3) 
00 
(2.4) f(r, rp) = I e-irs F(8, rp) d8 
-00 
holds for all rei'l' E A-S. 
Now, let f(r, rp) be E 0 2 in A-S and satisfy the differential equation 
(L-1)/=0, the condition (2.2) and for some c>2 
(2.5) 
whence (2.1). Putting 
(2.6) U('I'J,rp) der coshn · F(sinh'I'J,rp) 
so that (2.4) becomes 
00 
(2. 7) f(r,rp) = I e-irsinh'l U(1J,rp)d1J, 
-00 
then U(1], rp) is a harmonic function in B-Sv where 
and 
B der {(n, rp)Jrpl ~ rp ~ fP2• - oo <'I'}< oo }, 
4) The condition (J < 2n could also be omitted if the solution is required to be 
,unique with respect to (r, rp) only, not to (x, y), i.e. if A is an angle on a Riemann 
l'mrface over the (x, y) plane having a branch point in x = y = 0. 
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The proof is as follows. For ('f/, cp) E B -81, and s=sinh 'fJ we have 
I)IU l)lrJ- { • "3F s I)IF I)IF} 
"3771 + "3tp• - cosh 'fJ F + 3 smh 'fJ "3s + cosh 'fJ "3s• + "3tp• • 
= (2n)-1 coshn 7 e••Blnh'l[{l+3irsinhn-rs coshsn}l(r,cp)+:~Jdr = 
. = (2n)-1 coshn 7 e•••lnhll[{1+3irsinhn-rSsinhSn}f(r,cp)-(r~riJdr = 
= (2n)-1 cosh n[ eirslnh'l {<r + ir2 sinh n) 1- rs ~ }]: = 0 
because of (2.5). 
Consequently, putting 
(2.8) ,. de! • "'=n+~cp. 
U(rJ, cp) can be represented by means of two sectionally holomorphic 
. functions U1 and Us of C and - t respectively which are holomorphic 
in each connected part of B-81• Thus 
(2.9) U(rJ,cp) = U1(C)+U2(-t) = Ut(rJ+icp)+U2(-n+icp). 
Since the integral (2.4) vanishes for r<O 6), U1(C) has no poles for 
O<lmn<n and U2(-t) none for -n<lmn<O. 
If, on the other hand, U is harmonic for cp1 -;;;;;.cp-;;;;;.cp2, and if (2.7) holds 
for r>O then I satisfies (~-1)1=0. · 
The proof is as follows 
(~ -1)1 = - _t e-irslnhf'l[sinhs'f/ U +~sinh 'fJ U + ~ ~~~ + U J drJ = 
1[ . ("3U • )]oo = - 2 e-trslnh'l - +~r cosh 'fJ U = 0 
r ~ -oo 
if U cosh n=o(1), whence (JU/"lYr)=o(1). 
If, however, more· generally, U(cosh nY is bounded for some positive 
constant c as 'fJ - ± oo then (2. 7) still may represent a solution of 
(~ -1)1=0 if the path of integration is shifted downwards over an 
arbitrarily small distance e. In that case U should be harmonic in a 
somewhat larger region cp1 - e < cp < cp2 +e. Depending on the exact value 
of c the vertex r= 0 may become a singular point. 
Hence we have proved 
Theorem 1 . If, for cp1 -;;;;;. cp-;;;;;. IPs• r;;;; 0 with the possible exception of a 
finite set S, the function l(r, cp) E 02 satisfies the equation of Helmholtz 
(~ -1)1=0 with the conditions (2.2) and (2.5), then it admits for O<r<oo, 
cp1 -;;;;;. cp ~ cp2 a representation of the form 
00 
(2.10) l(r,cp) = f e-irslnh'~{U1(n+icp)+Us(-n+icp)}dn, 
-oo 
5) The point (r, tp) haB to be distinghuished from (---r, tp + n). 
ass· 
where U1(C), U2(- C) are sectionally holomorphic functions of their 
arguments for cp1 ;;;; Im C;;;; cp2 which are holomorphic in any strip which does 
not contain a line cp=cp, where cp, is the argument of a singular point E S. 
In particular U1 and U2 may be chosen in such a way that the right-hand 
side of (2.10) vanishes for r<O. If, on the other hand, (2.10)holdsforr>0, 
cp1;;;;cp;;;;cp2 with U('YJ, cp)=o(e-1171) for 'YJ-+ ± oo, cp1;;;,cp;;;;cp2 where U('YJ, cp)= 
=U1('YJ+~cp.)+U2(-'Y}+icp), then f(r,cp) satisfies (b.-1)/=0 for cp1 ;;;;cp;;;;cp2• 
The latterresult holds also if the integral (2.10) is taken along a path 
in the complex 'Y}-plane passing from Re 'YJ= - oo to Re 'YJ= + oo such that 
Im sinh 'YJ < 0 and U('YJ, tp)=O(e•l'll) as Re 'YJ-+ ± oo. 
§ 3. Boundary conditions 
We now consider a function f(r, cp) satisfying the homogeneous differ-
ential equation (b. -1)/=0 and the boundary conditions (1.3) and subject 
to the conditions of Theorem I. 
Inserting the boundary conditions into (2.10) we obtain for k=1, 2 
00 
(3.1) f e-irslnh17 {cosh('YJ -iyk) U1('YJ +icpk) -cosh('YJ +iyk) U2( -'Y} +icpk)}d'YJ = 0. 
-00 
This holds primarily for r>O. If, however, U1 and U2 are chosen such 
that the right-hand side of (2.10) vanishes for r<O or represents Of(jrj, cp) 
where 0 is an arbitrary constant, (we call this "condition V"), then 
(3.1) holds also for r<O, hence 
(3.2) cosh ('Y}-iyk) U1('Y}+icpk)-cosh ('Y}+iyk) U2( -'Y}+icpk) = 0 
for all real 'YJ· On the other hand (3.2) always entails (3.1). 
Theorem 2. Under the conditions of theorem 1 the relations (3.2) 
are sufficient, and under condition V also necessary, in order that the 
boundary conditions (1.3) be fulfilled. 
In order to solve the functional· relations (3.2) we first determine a 
special solution with 
(3.3} 
which is holomorphic in the whole strip cp1 ;;;; Im C ;5;; cp2• 
If we put 
(3.4) cfo(l;) = :~~~=;::~· cfo1(-l;) = cfot(O, cfo2(-t:) = cfo2(C) 
then both cfok( C) have to satisfy an equation of the form 
(3.5). cosh ( C- iyk) cfok( C ~ iO) = cosh ( C+ iyk) cfok( C + iO). 
In § 6 we shall obtain, as a specialisation of a more general class of 
functions, an analytic function e(C, y) satisfying for a given constant (} 
the functional· equation · 
(3.6) e(C +iO,y) _ cosh (C +iy) 
e(C -iO,y) - cosh (C -iy) 
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and such that 
(3. 7) 
This function has the following properties. 
For all z and y we have, assuming (} > 0, a representation as an infinite 
product 
(3·8) e(z,y) = [! { 1 + (mO+;~n~-y) 2 ) { 1 + (mO+;~n+y)2r 1 
where m, n run through the odd positive integers. 
For jlmzj<(}+!n-lyl we have 
(3.9) l ( ) _ l 00J 1-costz sinhyt dt n e z,y - 2 t sinh0tsinh 1 nt · 
-00 2 
The asymptotic behaviour for jRe zi -+ oo is as follows 
(3.10) ln e(z,y) = ~ ln coshz+0(1). 
Substitution shows at once that 
(3.11) 
is a solution of (3.2) and (3.3). To this we may add as a factor a periodic 
function of period 2i(} which is symmetric with respect to irp1 and irp2• 
Thus the following general solution is obtained 
(3.12) cf>1ml(C) def {cosh :n;(}-l(C -irpl)}mcp(C) 
where m is a positive integer. 
According to (3.10) cp(C) has the asymptotic behaviour 
(3.13) ln cp(C) = -{}-1(y1 -y2) ln cosh C +0(1). 
We shall now suppose that -,-i:n:~yk~!:n:(k= 1, 2). 
Substitution of (3.12) into (2.10) gives 
00 
(3.14) 
-00 
For m ~ 0 this represents a solution of the homogeneous problem, 
regular in A with the possible exception of the vertex r=O. In view of 
(3.13) only for y1 > y2 , m=O a regular solution is obtained which for 
r -+ 0 has a finite limit. 
If now f(r, rp) satisfies (6 -1)/=0 with the exception of a finite set S 
then the functions ul and u2 are no longer holomorphic in the whole 
strip rp1 ~Im C~rp2• The solution of (3.2) is now obtained by introducing 
the sectionally holomorphic functions 
(3.15) Pk(C) der Uk(C)fcp0(C) k=1, 2. 
According to (3.2), (3.5) these functions must satisfy the conditions 
(3.16) ~P~(C+~rp~) _ P2(-C+~rp~) ( P1(C +~rp2) - P2(- C +~rp2) 
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for Im C=O. Defining P1(C), P 2(C) outside the strips adjacent to the 
boundaries by analytic continuation, the functional equations (3.16) hold 
also for complex C. 
Hence we obtain by elimination of P 1 
and similarly 
P 2(-C+i0) = P 2(-C-i0) 
P 1(C+i0) = P 1(C-i0) 
i.e. P 1 and P 2 must be periodic with period 2i0. 
Because of (3.16), (3.15) becomes 
(3.17) ~ Ul( C) = c/>o(C) Pl( C) = c/>o(C) P2(- C + 2icpl) ( Ut(C) = c/>o(C)PI(C) = cfoo(C)Pl(-C+2icpt)· 
Hence we have proved 
Theorem 3. Under the conditions of theorem 1 the boundary 
conditions (1.3) are satisfied if sectionally holomorphic functions P 1(C), 
.P2(C) exist, periodic with period 2i0 such that the equalities (3.17) hold. 
Under condition V, moreover, the boundary conditions (1.3) imply the 
existence of P 1(C) and P 11(C). 
§ 4. A logarithmic singularity 
We now specialize to the case that S consists of one point Zo=r0 ei<l>• E A 
only, and that f(r, cp) has a logarithmic singularity (1.8) in z0 • 
The fundamental solution of (1.1) having this singularity and regular 
in the whole plane except z0 is given by the Bessel function (2n)-1 K 0(!z- z01). 
According to its Laplace representation we have 
(4.1) 
-oo 
The path of integration along the real axis of the complex t-plane may 
be shifted within the strip lim ti ~tn. In particular with t=w-arg(z-z0 ) 
we have 
00 
(4.2) K 0(lz-z0 i) = t f exp -i{(z-z0 )e-w+(z-z0 )ew} dw. 
-00 
From this we may derive 
00 
(4.3) K 0(!z-z0 i) =! J e-irsinh'lexp {ir0 sinh(n+ilcp-cp0 1)}d?J. 
-00 
Under the assumptions made /(r,cp)-(2n)-1K0(Iz-Zoi) must be regular 
everywhere in A. 
According to (2~10) U1(C) and U11(C) are holomorphic in the strip 
cp1 < Im C <cp0 and cp0 < Im C <cp2 and jump at Im C=cp0• The magnitude 
of these jumps is determined by the standard solution (2n)-1K0(!z-Zol>· 
This remains true if (2n)-1K0(!z-Zo!) is replaced by any solution of (1.1) 
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differing from it by a function everywhere regular in A}). In particular 
we may choose (27~:)-1K0(Jz-z0!} ± (27~:)-1K0(Jz+Zoi) which leads to simpler 
formulae in the next section. 
From (4.3) we may derive 
00 
(4.4) (27~:)- 1 K0(Jz-z0 J) =I e-it"sinh'I{V1(C)+V2(-~)}d1J 
-00 
where 
\ 0 for rp1 ~ lm C < rp0 
V1(C) = ((47~:)- 1 expir0 sinh(C-irp0) for rp0 <1mC~rp2 
and 
~(47~:)- 1 exp -ir0 sinh(C-irp0 ) for rp1 ~1mC<rp0 
Va(C) = ( 0 for rp0 < Im C ~ IP2· 
Hence we obtain for e "-'4 0 
(4.5) 
~ U1{1J + i( rp0 +e)}- U1{TJ +i( rp0 - e)} ---+ ( 47~:)-1 eirosinh'l 
( U2{TJ +i(rp0 +e)}- U2{1J +i(rp0 - e)}---+- (47~:)- 1 e-ir,sinh'l, 
Hence we have proved 
Theorem 4. If f(r, rp) satisfies the conditions of theorem 1, and if 
f(r,rp)-(27~:)-1K0(Jz-z0J) is bounded in .A, then the functions U1(C) and 
U2(C) of (2.10) are holomorphic in the strips rp1 < Im C <rp0 and rp0 < Im C <rp2 
and jump at Im C=rp0 according to (4.5). If on the other hand two such 
functions exist which are o(e-1'11) for Re C---+ ± oo, rp1 ~ Im C~rp2, then 
f(r, rp)-(27~:)-1K0(Jz-z0!} is bounded for r~O, rp1 ~rp~rp2• 
6) This remark is due to H. A. LAUWERIER. 
(To be continued) 
